
Can You Make A Water Driven 
Crane?🧐
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Define the Problem

 Ever feel too lazy to move stuff up and down, 
well we have a solution. A water driven crane 
that lifts objects Up and Down.   



Research

When we looked up “water driven cranes”we found out 
that water driven cranes are powered by a water engine 
but our project is by a small water generator  that 
powers the waterwheel to spin the spool with the string 
with the toy at the end to life it up and down and move 
the toy on to the small shelf to put it away.



Requirements

● Needs to be able to lift weights and 
other things.



Constraints/Limitations

CONSTRAINTS:partener time,when my Grandfather is off 
work to help with the project we come together to work.

LIMITATIONS:Time,wood,nails,string,huge containers



Prototype Designs



Materials

We will need recycled wood from a scrap bin in my 
papa’s shop,string,a weight, and a huge container.



Testing and Data
When testing we must add water for the crane to move the 
weight up and down because of the string on the 
spool.DATA:As we were testing we discovered that we 
might have to tinker with it a little bit.



Reflection and Redesign

       Turns out that we didn't need to redo the 
machine after all or redesign,but if we were 
to produce as a business We think it would 
become very popular.We should probably 
make it out of metal so we can drop it and 
not have it break.



Results

So when we tested it worked just fine and 
the water generator worked amazingly. The 
crane lifted up the toy just perfectly.



Proposal
Are you to lazy to move things onto a small shelves? Well I have a 
solution for you. 

A water driven crane! Water driven cranes have been made over the 
years but, we have made it so it can fit inside your car.It’s made out 
of Wood,String,Metal Screws, and Nails,and Whatever You need to 
put on a short shelf. 
 
It’s made with hard work,when making it takes a lot of time of but it’s 
worth it because you don’t have to bend over to put something on a 
shelf.

     So don’t lean over to put something on a small shelf get A Water 
Driven crane! For only 25$!
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